New from
RE Enterprises, Inc.

All Electric!!
Up to 200 hp!!
High Capacity. Up to 480 rides per hour!!
Complete timing system!!
Safe!!

You are in control...
You race it... You stop it!!

The Funny Car Dragster,
RE Enterprises’s most exciting thrill
ride ever!!
Not only will your
customers be thrilled from screaming
down the track in 2.5 seconds, you’ll
be thrilled as this becomes your
number one park attraction.
Today there is a real demand for
adrenalin pumping rides. People
want a rush, they more speed and
excitement.
The Funny Car
Dragster has it all!!
We know that no matter how exciting a ride is, if the ride is not in operation, you’re not making money. As with
everything we build, we do all that we can to keep the maintenance low. The electric design eliminates a huge
amount of maintenance, keeping the maintenance very low for this type of ride. Ride capacity is another factor
we know is important. The Funny Car Dragster operation has a very realistic ride capacity of 240 rides per
hour. With a few modifications the ride capacity jumps to 480 rides per hour!! The operation is quite easy to
operate and only requires 2 - 4 employees. The Funny Car Dragster proved to be a winner at it’s first location,
Super Speed Fun Park in Panama Beach Florida. We know it will be a winner at your location!!
Some key points of RE Enterprises’ Funny Car Dragster:
It is all electric
The race lane operates at 156 volts DC.
The return lane operates at 48 volts DC.
Up to 200 horse power
Only an electricmotor could put out this kind of a demand withminimalmaintenance.
We use the latest solid statemotor control
Our special high performancemotor control is designed specifically for our drag racing.
A low maintenance system
No need for specially trainedmechanics.
Durable chassis.
Rugged and simple drive train.
Electric motors require no special tuning.
Change motor brushes once or twice a year.
Very few adjustments. Send the motor to a motor shop every other year to have it serviced.
High capacity
With our unique track design, 240 rides per hour is a conservative number. With a few additional
features a capacity of 480 rides per hour is very doable.
Economical
The cost of electricity is far less than the cost of fuel, oil, and all the other costly expenses of fuel
dragster. Not tomention lowermaintenance.
Timing system
A fully functional Christmas tree starting light.
Our scoreboard shows the race time and the speed.
At the end of each race a time slip is printed.

You are in control...You race it...You stop it!!
The special track allows the dragster to move freely within it’s own
lane, yet maintains safety for the driver. The driver has control of the
steering, accelerator, and manual brake. Lack of control will yield a
poor time.
Safety features
Automatic power down.
Automatic brakes.
Solid state motor control with senors
Slow return lane.
Attendant has an emergency shut down.
Track design
The electric design of the dragster keeps safety simple. Not only
can we shut down the entire track instantly, we control the power to
different areas (or zones) of the track. The main race lane is only on for a
few seconds. It comes on automatically when the race is started. After a
few seconds the power is shuts off automatically . On the other side of the
finish line the track is without power. When the dragster crosses the finish
line it senses this and an automatic brake comes on. The track attendant
then turns on the momentary low voltage to power the dragster to the
return lane. The return lane is powered by low voltage DC and the
dragster returns at a slow speed. There are several zones in the loading
area that can be turned on or off as needed. This track design makes for a
safe and efficient operation.
We sell two different Funny Car Dragster packages. The first is for those
who want to build the track themselves. The other is a complete turn-key
package. Please see the following page for more detailed information on
these two different packages.
RE Enterprises strives to bring the amusement industry the most
innovative rides. We know we have created a winner with the Funny Car
Dragster. It has what it takes, the thrill, the excitement, the speed!! It also
has the capacity, the low maintenance, the safety.. Now let us show you
how the Funny Car Dragster will be a winner for you.

RE Enterprises, Inc.
4014 State Hwy. 138 Phelan, CA 92371
(760) 249-6942 Fax (760) 249-3123
http://www.reent.com

Funny Car Dragster Pricing
Package 1 - $375,000.00
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

8 electric Funny Car Dragster
3 rectifiers 2 @ 156 volt DC 1 @ 48 volt DC
1 timing system with Christmas tree light
1 score board
1 complete track design

Buyers will be responsible for all other cost including but not limited to:
1. Having all grading and ground prep completed
2. Building the track
3. Installing the barrier
4. All DC out put electrical
5. Fencing
6. 480 volt 3 phase AC electrical input / 600 amp service panel at rectifier building
7. Lighting
8. Rectifier building and staging area cover
9. Aesthetics
10. All misc. items
11. All permits

Package 2 - $750,000.00
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
a.

8 electric Funny Car Dragster
3 rectifiers 2 @ 156 volt DC 1 @ 48 volts DC
1 timing system with Christmas tree light
1 score board
Installation of a complete 2 lane track including:
Concrete track
b. Barrier
c. Fencing around track
d. DC electrical
e. Lighting for track
f. Building for rectifier
g. Cover for staging area
h. Aesthetics

Buyers will be responsible for all other cost including but not limited to:
1. Having all grading and ground prep completed
2. 480 volt 3 phase AC electrical input / 600 amp service panel at rectifier building
3. All permits

